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SUMMARY
Postgraduate Diploma Course in Securities Laws.
In February 2003, the Government Law College (GLC), Mumbai,
recognizing the growing importance of India's capital markets and in
keeping with its pioneering role in Indian legal education, commenced a
one year Postgraduate Diploma Course in Securities Laws.
Who should apply?
The course, which is the first such comprehensive full-year securities
laws course in India, is intended not only for practicing and aspiring
securities lawyers and teachers of securities laws, but also for corporate
and self-employed non-legal professionals with a working knowledge of
securities markets such as professionals from exchanges, financial
institutions, investment bankers, brokerage firms and mutual fund asset
management companies, private equity and venture capital funds, law
firms and government regulatory agencies. Admission is open to
candidates with a Bachelor’s Degree from any faculty of the Mumbai
University, or with a corresponding equivalent degree from any other
University. Basic knowledge in corporate laws is a pre-requisite. The
course will have a maximum of sixty students.
How will the distinguished faculty make this opportunity unique?
A panel of distinguished securities laws practitioners from Mumbai's
legal fraternity and from Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI)
has assisted in designing the course. As visiting faculty, they will play a
major role in presenting the course. Students will benefit from the
panel's in-depth knowledge of Indian and international securities laws,
broad range of professional perspectives and invaluable practical firsthand experience.
What will it cost?
The fees for the course will be Rs. 24,000 payable as mentioned in the
accompanying application form.
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ABOUT GOVERNMENT LAW COLLEGE
The Government Law College (GLC), founded in 1855, the oldest law
school in Mumbai and dating even prior to the University of Mumbai,
enjoys a pre-eminent national and international reputation for
excellence. The College, which has a rich heritage and pedigree is the
repository of erudition in the legal firmament and has had the privilege of
guidance of eminent legal luminaries such as Dr. B. R. Ambedkar,
Lokmanya Tilak, Justice M. C. Chagla, Sir Motilal Setalvad and several
others who have adorned benches of the Supreme Court of India and the
Bombay High Court. Equally, students who have passed from the portals
of GLC have distinguished themselves at the Bar, the Judiciary and the
Academe. The fulcrum of the College has been its well qualified and
dedicated visiting faculty which besides being successful professionals
make time to share their knowledge with the students.
Inception
There was no formal legal education for legal officers and lawyers in this
country. Sir Erskine Perry, the then Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
of Bombay, used to lecture on laws after court hours. These classes were
held on a very informal basis and were attended only by a select group.
However, it wasn’t till Sir Perry left for England in 1852, that a conscious
effort was made by a committee, headed by Rao Saheb Sunkersett, to
collect funds in order to institute a Chair in Jurisprudence at the
Elphinstone Institution (This was at Picket Cross Road adjoining the
present Small Causes Court). It was called "the Perry Professorship of
Jurisprudence”. It came into existence in 1855, the same year that the
Government Law School (GLS) was established at the Elphinstone
Institution.
In 1891, the GLS was shifted to the Elphinstone College at Kala Ghoda.
Classes were held in the evening, after the regular students dispersed for
the day. It was not till 1895 that the Government recognized the need for
a Principal. The first Principal of GLS was L.J. Robertson. It was in this
year too, that three additional Professors were added to the staff,
bringing the number of staff members to five.
In 1925, the name, “Government Law School” was changed to
“Government Law College". In 1938, it became a full time institution.
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The College Today
Today, Government Law College, Mumbai or “GLC” as it is popularly
known, continues its quest for excellence. In addition to the old building,
the college now has an annexe building, completed in September 1988,
which contains an additional library, lecture rooms and a seminar room.
As an educational institution with a rich heritage, the Government Law
College endeavours to stay abreast with the changing times.
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POSTGRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSE IN SECURITIES LAWS
Why a course in securities laws?
India, one of the world's largest economy, continues to demonstrate an
outstanding ability to compete technologically in the information age.
However, our technology and creativity must be nourished constantly by
fresh capital. In the growing global economy, India must also compete
successfully for capital against large dynamic nations and well-developed
capital markets. Increasingly, leaders in India and around the world have
recognised the importance of a securities market regulatory system that
protects investors and encourages fair, transparent, efficient and liquid
markets in attracting and keeping capital. Indeed, for the very same
reasons, the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI) Act of 1992
mandates that SEBI play a dual role of protecting investors as well as
developing the capital markets. The continued growth of our capital
markets and their potential for accelerated growth over the next decade
and beyond create enormous demands and opportunities for lawyers and
other skilled securities market professionals with expertise in securities
laws.
Being deeply aware of the need to meet the demands of globalisation, the
GLC from as early as 2003 started a one year Postgraduate Diploma
Course in Securities Laws. The Course, the only one of this type in the
country, seeks to advance and disseminate specialised knowledge
pertaining to securities laws as an instrument of social development,
global competitiveness and human well- being. The focus of the
curriculum includes the study of the subjects from broader global
perspectives and advanced developmental goals.
A win-win match-up.
The GLC Postgraduate Diploma Course in Securities Laws seeks to
match a select group of India's finest and most accomplished securities
lawyers with an equally fine and dedicated group of students to transfer
to them the skills necessary to meet those demands and take full
advantage of the opportunities they present.
The teaching method for the course promotes an intensive study of the
laws on the subject, an inquiring mind and practical appreciation of the
problems through a method of lectures, discussions, case studies,
4
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seminar presentations and research assignments. The course promotes a
high degree of interaction between the faculty and students. The faculty
is drawn from the academic world, the judiciary, regulators like SEBI,
reputed attorneys, counsels, experts from corporate houses and visiting
international faculty well-versed in securities laws.
Immediate and long-term benefits.
GLC's Securities Laws Course will provide essential, practical,
immediately applicable techniques and knowledge as well as broad
insights and an overview of both Indian and international securities laws.
Students and securities market professionals will acquire the broadbased perspective, in-depth understanding and conceptual clarity that
will help to carry out their roles, better represent their clients and, at the
same time, make securities regulation in India more efficient, fairer and
more understandable. By doing so, they should be better able to inspire
the trust and confidence of domestic and international investors
necessary to enable India's capital markets to continue expanding, more
successfully competing to raise capital and develop the economy.
Similarly, by promoting reform of India’s securities laws and regulations
to make them at least equivalent to any of the best in protecting
investors and developing India's markets, the course will help to make
India's markets more attractive to investors and to mobilize capital
whether from India or abroad.
Course Goals
The Securities Laws Course is designed to provide specialised knowledge
and comparative study of Indian and international legal frameworks and
regulatory structures as they apply, amongst other things, to:





SEBI's operation and role as the primary capital market regulator,
including its interrelationships with the Reserve Bank of India
(RBI), Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA) and other regulatory
bodies with responsibilities for overseeing of market institutions,
professionals and participants;
drafting prospectus and offering documents in cases of public
offering of securities by a company;
understanding the role of lawyers, accountants, analysts,
investment bankers, rating agencies and financial intermediaries
in various capital raising modes;
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raising accounting/auditing standards and improving oversight of
the accounting profession;
improving corporate governance, including analysis of the
implications for India of the Sarbanes-Oxley Corporate
Responsibility Act of 2002 in the U.S.;
changes in India's legal and regulatory structure necessary to
enable it to minimize systemic risk and, by utilizing the latest
technology, to develop more efficient clearing and settlement
processes;
increasing the fairness, transparency and efficiency of India's
secondary markets;
the fairness of takeover and acquisition legislation and rules;
protection of minority interests; and their role in improving
management's efficiency and discipline;
the roles, responsibilities and operation of Self-Regulatory
Organisations (SROs) in raising professional market standards and
in testing, certifying, registering and monitoring
market
professionals, both individuals and firms;
statutory provisions and case laws, in India and elsewhere, that
relate to regulatory jurisdiction, authority, powers and
responsibilities with respect to investor protection, insider trading,
financial fraud, and the need for additional reforms;
individual and supervisory accountability, fines, statutory
remedies and administrative and judicial sanctions;
private rights of action and class actions to enforce securities laws
in the United States, and the need for similar private rights of
action that would support securities laws enforcement in India;
and
taxation of securities transactions.

The course will also:
 develop broad perspectives on Indian and international securities laws
in all their dimensions;
 impart many of the skills needed as:
 professional securities laws practitioners
 securities market regulators
 officers of self-regulatory organisations
 securities market professionals
 teachers of securities laws;
 set forth the foundation of securities laws in India with an emphasis
on comparative study across various jurisdictions with the objective of
law reform;
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be instrumental in investor education as it relates to investor
protection.

Who should attend the course
The course is intended for legal and compliance professionals employed
with stock exchanges, regulators, financial institutions, investment
banks, brokerage firms, mutual fund asset management companies,
government regulatory agencies, practicing and aspiring securities
lawyers, judiciary, company secretaries, chartered accountants, financial
analysts, investors, and others interested in the growth, working and
development of the securities market.
Methodology
(a)

The curriculum has been classified into different modules to
facilitate better assimilation by the participants

(b)

Assessment of students will be done on the basis of:
Seminar presentations
Research based assignments
Written Examinations.

(c)

Teaching methodology:
Interactive lectures and seminars
Seminar presentations
Research based assignments.
Practical training by visits to Stock Exchange

(d)

Study material:
Statutes, books, journals
Reports of various committees appointed by SEBI and
Government of India
Indian and International (United States (US)/United Kingdom
(UK)) securities regulations and judicial/quasi judicial decisions
Publications on securities laws from the US
Publications of International Organisation of Securities
Commissions (IOSCO)

(e)

Electronic source materials: The course will make extensive use of
electronic source materials, including both Indian and US
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commercial and regulatory websites such as those of SEBI,
Association of Mutual Funds in India (AMFI), Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC), Investment Company Institute (ICI)
and National Association of Securities Dealers (NASD).
Eligibility Criteria
A candidate passing Bachelor’s Degree Examination of the Mumbai
University, in any faculty or a corresponding degree examination of any
other University recognised, is eligible for admission in this course.
Candidate should have a basic understanding of corporate laws.
Selection Criteria
The course is expected to accommodate a maximum of 60 students. They
will be selected on the basis of a group discussions followed by a
personal interview conducted by a panel of experts. The decision of the
interview panel on the selection of candidates shall be final and no
representation shall be entertained in this regard.
Admission Requirements
Admission must be taken by the student in person, by submitting the
following documents:
1) Certified true copies of the statement of marks or degree certificate
for bachelor degree examinations supported by originals at the time
of admission
2) Two recent stamp size photographs
Fee Structure
The scale of fees for the academic year 2018-19 is as under:
Course fees
(Inclusive of Study material)

Rs. 24,000/-

The fees are to be paid in full at the time of admission by a local a/c
payee cheque/demand draft in favour of “The Principal, Government Law
College”. There will be NO REFUND of fees under any circumstances.
8
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Assessment
The assessment format for the course is as follows:
Seminar Presentations
Research Based Assignments
Paper-1 (Modules 2 & 5)
Paper-2 (Modules 1 & 3)
Paper-3 (Modules 4,6.7 & 8)

100 marks
100 marks
100 marks
100 marks
100 marks

Total

500 marks

The written examination will consist of three papers (Paper-1, Paper-2
and Paper-3) each of three hours duration. Student’s submission
including research papers and presentations will be the property of the
Securities Law Course. The Securities Law College shall have copyright
on the same. A candidate will need to obtain at least 50% marks in each
of the above heads and an aggregate of 50% in order to pass and be
awarded a Certificate of Diploma. First class would be awarded to all
those who secure 60% as an overall aggregate. Students failing the
Securities Law Course assignments / presentations / papers in a
particular year will be given only one attempt in the following year to resit the same.
Assessed answer booklets/research assignments will neither be returned
to the students nor will copies thereof be given. There will not be any revaluation of the answer booklets/research assignments. Request for reverification i.e. re totaling of marks, if received within 7 days of the
declaration of results, may be permitted at the discretion of the
managing committee. An examination fee of Rs. 500/- will be charged
from students before they re-attempt any assignments/ presentations
/papers.
Faculty
The faculty will consist of members of the bar and the bench, practising
solicitors, law professors, eminent experts from the regulatory bodies,
market intermediaries and participants, including those drawn from the
Advisory Board and visiting international faculty well versed in securities
laws. A list of last year’s faculty is printed on page 19 of this booklet
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Course days and Timing
The classes would be held on Wednesday evening and Saturday
afternoon. The tentative timings are as follows:
Wednesday : 6:30 pm to 8:00 pm
Saturday
: 3:00 pm to 7:30 pm
Attendance
75% attendance is compulsory in the lectures, failing which students
may not be allowed to sit for their written exams
Communications
Communication will be made known to students through a common
email and/or notices displayed on the Securities law Course Notice
Board. Students are expected to regularly check the same.
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE COURSE CURRICULUM
The course curriculum is divided into ten modules as follows:
Module I.
Orientation will reinforce the foundation for the course by briefly
reviewing essential elements of corporate and securities laws in India. It
would familiarise the participants with certain fundamental doctrines of
corporate law, provisions of the Companies Act 2013 (with rules), the
major changes brought about in the Companies Act of 1956, general
principles and procedures of formation , administration and governance
of Companies in India, secretarial practices and fund raising options for
companies. It will discuss the Securities market which consists of the
capital market and the money market in general and the equity,
commodities and the debt market in particular. The Debt market will be
examined with special emphasis on Government securities while equity
market will be examined with a focus on primary segment (public issues)
and secondary segment (listing and trading). It will examine differences
in definitions in India and abroad of basic securities law terms and
concepts such as "securities", "broker", "exchange" and "underwriter". It
will explore different approaches to or philosophies of regulation:
prudential regulation; institutional regulation; functional regulation;
merit regulation; disclosure regulation and the regulatory implications of
the different approaches. It will include historical perspectives of
securities markets and the development of securities laws in India and
abroad. It will also briefly discuss the approach to legal research. Legal
aspects
governing
International
Financial
Centers
to
cover
responsibilities to that market in which they operate. Growth of Foreign
Institutional Investors (now governed as Foreign Portfolio Investors)their advantages/ disadvantages - risk management specific to
conglomerates
Module II.
Public Offering of Securities will examine what a `Public Offer’ of
securities is; what a 'private placement' is and what procedural and
regulatory requirements, including Issue of Capital and Disclosure
Requirements (ICDR Regulations) each must meet, both in India and
internationally. It will review why enterprises may choose to "go public;"
what is a "secondary offering" and who is eligible to make a public offer of
securities. It will also examine when and to what extent "public offers'
may be exempted from regulatory requirements. It will also provide
overview of the listing requirement of stock exchanges including
11
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compliance required under SEBI listing regulatons. The other issues
covered in this module will be Rights and Bonus issues and offer for sale
through stock exchange mechanisms. Practical exercises including
drafting prospectus and offer documents will be included and the role
and liability of the merchant bankers and their lawyer in performing "due
diligence" will be examined. Credit rating, pricing mechanisms, and
allocation of IPO's will be considered. Relevant provisions of the
Companies Act, 2013 will also be examined in light of the responsibilities
of directors and Corporate governance. Coverage on issues like ADRs,
GDRs, dual fungibility and Foreign Currency Convertible bonds would be
included. Concepts such as corporate governance, the importance of
international accounting and auditing standards and oversight of the
accounting profession will be discussed. The formation of a new
regulatory authority, National Financial Reporting Authority (NFRA) to
regulate with wide powers to recommend, enforce and monitor the
compliance of accounting standards in India will also be discussed.
Module III.
Intermediaries, new market concepts and products will consider the
operation and regulation of stock and commodities exchanges, including
through listing agreements, and the roles and responsibilities of all
institutions and individuals involved in the secondary markets. SEBI's
need to regulate access to the markets and certify, register and monitor
all intermediaries, including retail financial intermediaries (RFIs) such as
brokers and agents will be examined. Changes made possible by
technology (dematerialization, Electronic Communication Networks
(ECNs) Alternative Trading Systems (ATS), surveillance systems,
databases) and the legal and regulatory responses needed to take
advantage and keep abreast of them (such as Data Warehousing and
Business Intelligence System at SEBI) will be discussed, along with the
challenges of implementing both consolidation, demutualization and
interrelationships of exchanges from institutional, regulatory and
investor perspectives. The self-regulatory model as it applies to
exchanges, depositories, intermediaries and regulators such as SEBI and
the US SEC and the UK Financial Control Authority (FCA) will be
reviewed. Particular attention will be paid to the operation of the NASD
and its NASDAQ market. The future of stock exchanges in the global
markets will also be considered, including international structures: selflisting, cross-listing, over the counter exchanges, exchange mergers,
unlisted securities markets, global exchange, secondary market
transactions, potential improvements in controlling systemic risk,
including through the introduction of "straight through processing" (STP)
12
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and real time gross settlement (RTGS) and their implications for
achieving T+1 will be considered. New market concepts and products
such as securitisation and derivatives will be subjected to legal
scrutiny.
Module IV.
Institutional Players will examine the definition, structure, operation
and role of asset management companies (mutual funds), various
compliances including recent regulatory changes under SEBI. The
operation and regulation of collective investment schemes (CIS), nonbanking finance companies (NBFCs) and private equity/venture capital
funds/ Alternate Investment Funds (AIF) will also be examined. The role,
regulation and significance of foreign portfolio investors will also be
reviewed.
Module V.
Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers will examine the SEBI
(Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeover) Regulations, 2015, its
history and implications, including an insight into the substantive
objectives of the regulations, as also procedures for open offers under the
regulations. This module will also provide an acquaintance with the
relevant substantive provisions of the listing and delisting regulations
and the SEBI Act.
Module VI.
Insider Trading, Market Manipulation and Fraud will examine the
elements of trading violations, insider trading including classical and
misappropriation theory, market manipulation and financial and other
frauds. New types of offences like front running or trading violations
through algorithmic trading will be discussed. Methods of surveillance,
detection and deterrence will be explored. The concepts of “Chinese
Walls”, “Trading Window”, and “Short Swing Profit” will also be
discussed. The module will further include a comparative study of the
insider trading regulations in the UK and US with the amended SEBI
(Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations, 2015 in India.
Module VII.
Liabilities for Securities Laws Violations will cover an analysis of legal
remedies, and the consequences of non-compliance under Indian, UK
and US laws. A significant focus will be on the examination of SEBI's
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jurisdiction, powers and functions in contrast with international
provisions, and the need for reforms that would give SEBI greater
powers. The module will also discuss whether, as a jurisprudence, SEBI
requires more powers or exercise of powers by a regulator is in line with
the purpose they were embedded in law. The importance of private rights
of action and class actions to enforce the securities laws in the US will be
examined and contrasted with opportunities for similar remedies in
India.
Module VIII.
Corporate Ethics will examine the interplay between law and ethics,
relevance of ethics to corporate conduct and governance, concepts of
corporate and legal ethics, and Codes of Professional Responsibility,
including the special position and liabilities of securities lawyers. The
ability of the regulatory authorities to discipline lawyers and accountants
who practice before them will be considered. The module will introduce
the participants to developments such as ethical indices.
Module IX.
Foreign Exchange Requirements will examine the Foreign Exchange
Management Act, 1999 (FEMA) including definitions, ingredients and
basic concepts, and relevant regulations. Among the topics covered will
be foreign direct investment (FDI), overseas investment/acquisitions by
Indian companies; external commercial borrowings (ECB) and portfolio
investment by Foreign Institutional Investors (FIIs) and Non-resident
Indians (NRIs).
Module X.
Taxation of Securities will briefly cover basic concepts, and relevant
provisions of the Income Tax Act, 1961 including capital gains, taxation
of bonus shares, rights, shares, convertible debentures, employee stock
option plans (ESOPs). Taxation of speculation business, set-off and
carry forward of losses, double taxation avoidance provisions and
agreements will also be covered. The availability and use of "advance
rulings" will be examined. This module will also discuss use of share
transactions and derivative transactions for money laundering.
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ADVISORY BOARD
Presented below is the list of Advisory Board members in alphabetical
order:

NAME OF THE MEMBER

DESIGNATION

Mr. Abhyankar Sharad.

Senior Partner, Khaitan & Co..

Mr. Agrawal Sumit

Assistant Legal Advisor-SEBI

Mr. Ahuja Abhay.

Senior standing Counsel, G.O.I.

Mr. Asher Sanjay

Senior Partner, Crawford Bayley & Co.

Mr. Bhakta, M.L.

Senior Partner, Kanga & Co.

Mr. Bhatt, J.J.

Senior Advocate, High Court, Mumbai.

Mr. Bhave, C.B.

Former Managing Director, National
Securities Depository Ltd.

Mr. Choudhury, P.K.

Managing Director, Investment Information
& Credit Rating Agency Ltd (ICRA)

Mr. Chinoy, Aspi

Senior Advocate, Bombay High Court.

Mr. Dada, Rafique

Senior Advocate, Bombay High Court.

Mr. Desai, Amit

Advocate, High Court, Mumbai.

Mr. Desai, Kumar

Advocate, Bombay High Court.

Mr. Desai, Nishith

Nishith Desai Associates.

Mr.Justice Jhunjhunwala, SM Former Justice, Bombay High Court.
Mr. Kenkare, Ram R.

Head of Legal and Company Secretary,
Thomas Cook(India) Ltd.

Mr. Mahala Nahar

Managing Partner, ENTETE LEGALE

Mr. Mehta Dara

Senior Partner, Little & Co.

Ms. Mehta Deena

Former President-BSE; Managing Director,
Asit C.Mehta Investment Intermediates Ltd.
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ADVISORY BOARD
Presented below is the list of Advisory Board members in alphabetical
order: (Continued)

NAME OF THE MEMBER

DESIGNATION

Mr. Merchant Bhagirath

Merchant Consulting

Mr. Mody Nihar

Solicitor

Mr. Naik Vineet

Senior Advocate, Bombay High Court.

Mr. Parekh Sandeep

Advocate.

Ms. Raval D.N.

Former Executive Director, Legal, SEBI.

Mr. Ravichandran J.

Director (Finance & Legal), NSE

Mr. Shah Satish

Advocate, Bombay High Court.

Mr. Sharma Paritosh

Chief of Party, Indo-US Financial Institutions
Reform & Expansion (FIRE) Project

Mr. Shroff, Cyril

Managing Partner, Cyril Amarchand
Mangaldas.

Mr. Singh Jog

Member, Securities Appellate Tribunal

Mr. Sundaresan
Somasekhar

Counsel

Mr. Vakil, Bahram

Partner, AZB & Partners.
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TESTIMONIALS FROM PAST STUDENTS
“SLC Course is a very good course to have a fair idea about the securities law”.
Pankaj Bhageria
Manager, SEBI
“Relevant and worthy every second of my time. Lucky to attend lectures by such
amazing faculty.”
Sachin Gupta
Investment Banker, J.P.Morgan
“Just cannot express my heartfelt gratitude. The modules, content are excellent
and upto the mark. As lawyer and after the change in the Companies act, I would
recommend the course to any young lawyer. Course coordinator is excellent who
was taken so much interest in the course have no words to express. All I can say
is thank you very much. I am sad only to realize that course is over”.
Viral Vora
Advocate
“Modules were well planned with good content. Almost all the faculty are highly
skilled and very successful professionals. It was a privilege to interact with them
through the course. Overall a very fulfilling learning experience”
Ishan Shukla
Reserve Bank of India
“The faculty was exceptional. The program offers what it promise to i.e.
interaction with very experience professionals with in depth knowledge in certain
areas. I could leverage a lot of personal experience and bridge the gap between
practical and technical knowledge”.
Farah Titina
Analyst, Ernst & Young
“The modules were good and exhaustive. I appreciate the presentation mode by
various faculties”.
Malay Kumar
Legal Counsel, Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank
“The course also gave me chance to interact with batch mates who were carefully
selected to match the ethos of the course. This added further value to the course
and resulted in rich and meaningful discussions during all class interactions and
presentations”.
Dr. Smita Shukla
Director (I/c),ADM Institute for Financial and Management Studies
University of Mumbai
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“I have found the program enriching and educating. Experienced new field with
some top of the class faculty. I am totally satisfied with the quality of faculty and
the support provided in the course”.
Shalabh Kumar
Law Officer, Central Bank of India
“Excellent and informative program, modules were thorough, content was
relevant. Examination was up to standards infrastructure was adequate.
Communication through mail was prompt. Administration was efficient, course
coordinator and assistant were helpful and resourceful”.
Shaksham Shukla
Educator
“By far one of the best course I’ve attended so far by virtue of the faculty and
their dedication love and caliber to the practice of securities law course. The
course has been a great learning experience for me and all the modules were
relevant”.
Regan Crastro
Quantum Information Services
“Faculty was excellent and provided very insightful thoughts. Module grouping
was fine but can be restructure in terms of timing. Content is very good”.
Divyaraj
Investment Banker, Mape Advisory Group Pvt. Ltd.
“Program – excellent; Faculty – superb; Course material – very useful;
Administration – very good; Course coordinator – par excellence!”
Prabhakar Dalal
Former Executive Director, EXIM Bank
“Module coverage is excellent. The content can be made better with relevance
from examination point of view. Faculty is superb”.
Bindu Cherian
Manager, SEBI
“The judicious mixture of the thoroughness of the statutory aspect of laws
coupled with the wonderful real life situations and case laws which were
deliberated in the class really provided an unmatchable insight to the overall
gambit of the Securities environment”.
Surender Varma
C.S. Chief Legal Officer, Godrej Properties Limited
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FACULTY FOR THE YEAR (2017-18)-In Alphabetic Order

NAME OF THE MEMBER

DESIGNATION

Mr. Abhyankar Sharad

Partner- Khaitan & Co.

Mr. Agrawal Sumit

Suvan Law Advisors

Mr. Ashar Yash

Cyril Amalchand Mangaldas

Mr. Chande Yogesh

Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas

Mr. Chourasia Piyush

ICCL

Mr. G. Chandrashekhar

'The Hindu Business Line

Mr. Gupte Gaurav

Cyril Amalchand Mangaldas

Mr. Kaji Himanshu

Edelweiss Financial Services

Mr. Khambatta Cyrus

Executive Vice Preident of CDSL

Mr. Kranti Mohan

Cyril Amalchand Mangaldas

Mr. Kumar Abhinav

Cyril Amalchand Mangaldas

Mr. Majmudar Ankit

Platinum Partners

Mr. Maller Santosh

RSM India

Ms. Mehta Deena

Former President-BSE;

Mr. Mody Nihar

Solicitor

Ms. Reis Simone

Nishith Desai & Associates.

Mr. Shah Purv

Stock Consultant & Trainer

Mr. Shah Saurabh

Aarayaa Advisory Services

Ms. Shah Nehal

Deutsche Asset Management

Mr. Shan Bottlewalla

Juris Corp

Mr. Singh Jog

Securities Appellate Tribunal

Mr. Sundaresan Som

Counsel

Mr. V. Rajagopal

Trainer- Currency Markets

Mr. Venkataraman Abishek

Counsel

Mr. Vikas S.S.

Legal Officer, SEBI

Ms. Zaveri Bhargavi

Senior Researcher, IGIDR
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THE LIBRARY
The Government Law College library provides students with extensive
facilities to maximize their knowledge in the field of law. It is probably
the most frequented section of the college, and most certainly the haven
for dedicated law students.

The Harilal J. Kania Memorial Library and Reading Room on the third
floor of the college has been a part of this college since 1952. This
Reading Room was created from the Harilal K. Kania Memorial Fund,
which was instituted to honour the memory of Sir Harilal J. Kania, the
first Chief Justice and an ex-student of this college. This Reading Room
can accommodate as many as 200 students at a time.

The other two floors, i.e. the first and the second floors of the annex
building, house various books on case law, some of which are a hundred
years old. There are more than 36,000 books in the library. The Library
also possesses the original copy of the Indian Penal Code as drafted by
Lord Macaulay in the year 1886.

The students can avail of library facilities from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Timing is extended at the time of examinations. Each student is
provided with a library card at the beginning of the academic term, and
this has to be renewed annually. For easy and prompt access, all books
are catalogued manually as well as on the computer.

The Electronic Research Room (ERR) attached to the library is a state of
the art Research Room and Computer Centre. The ERR is equipped with
over 10 PCs, and is extremely useful to students. The ERR also has
printing facilities as well as a mini library. The ERR provides students
access to the following legal databases such as Manupatra Online, Legal
Pundits Online and Lexsite Online. These legal databases are a powerful
tool for speedy, inexpensive legal research providing students with
instant access to case-law, legislation and legal articles at the click of a
mouse
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OTHER COURSES OFFERED AT GLC
Each course has its own admission criteria.
3-Year LL.B. Program. The 3-years Law Course leading to LL.B. Law is
a six semester full-time course. On completion of the three-year course
(i.e. after the 6th semester), the LL.B. degree is awarded. Students who
desire to study law, but do not wish to practise as advocates are eligible
for the LL.B. (General) Degree, at the end of 2nd year (i.e. after the 4th
semester). They are, however, not eligible to practise as advocates.
5-Year B.L.S. LL.B. Program. The 5-years Law Course leading to B.L.S.
LL.B. is a ten-semester full time course. The first and the second year of
the five year course ( i.e. 1st to 4th semesters) is a ‘Pre-Law’ course. The
students of the five-year degree program are entitled to B.L.S. (Bachelor
of Legal Science) degree at the end of the third year, (i.e. 6th semester)
and on completion of five years, (10th semester) the LL.B. degree is
awarded.
Diploma in Cyber Laws. Information Technology has pervaded every
aspect of human life and it is essential for law students to keep
themselves abreast of the latest developments in this nascent but rapidly
evolving legal field. Accordingly since the year 2004-2005, the
Government Law College has been conducting a "Diploma in Cyber Law",
in association with the Asian School of Cyber Law.
Post graduate diploma in Intellectual Property Laws. IPR is emerging
as a critical field of law, for protection of intellectual property in the form
of patents, trademarks, copyright or design, with its demand increasing
constantly. Admission is open to candidate holding a Bachelor's Degree
from any faculty of a recognized university. This course is useful not only
to lawyers, but also to engineers, doctors, etc. especially with respect to
knowledge about patents and copyrights.
Post graduate certificate course in Human Rights. The aim of this
course is to cover fundamental issues in human rights law, politics and
philosophy. It aims to advance human rights practice by equipping
participants with Human Rights knowledge to work effectively in a wide
range of Human Rights related areas.
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